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THE DETERMINATION OF Vub FROM INCLUSIVESEMILEPTONIC B DECAYS�Piotr UrbanH. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisKawiory 26a, 30-055 Craow, Poland(Reeived April 19, 2001)Inspeting limits on jVubj estimates, great need is seen for improvement.One method to determine the related jVub=Vbj ratio is proposed. We takeinto aount �rst-order perturbative and non-perturbative leading-twistQCD orretions. We analyze in detail the impat of model unertaintieson the auray of our predition.PACS numbers: 12.15.Hh, 12.38.Bx, 12.38.Lg, 13.20.He1. IntrodutionThe measurement of the CKM matrix element Vub, whih play an im-portant role in the determination of the unitarity triangle, will most leanlybe performed in the study of semileptoni b! u transitions. As onludedin the BaBar Workshop [1℄, a variety of methods will be employed for thebest result.One of the theoretially leanest possibilities is to use inlusive semilep-toni deays. Plaing a ut on the hadroni invariant mass of the �nal statean in priniple eliminate the harm ontribution, whih otherwise would beoverwhelming. This ut on the hadroni invariant mass an be implementedat the asymmetri B fatories, making this method experimentally feasible.From the theoretial point of view, the ut on hadroni invariant massimplies the neessity to replae the power expansion in terms of 1=mQ withan expansion in twist. This kinematial region is desribed by the �shapefuntion� of purely non-perturbative origin.Our method is one of several that have been proposed. One of them [2℄avoids the twist expansion and relies only on a standard 1=mQ allowinga lean determination of Vub. Still another approah has been put forth� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on b Physis and CP Violation,Craow, Poland, January 5�7, 2001. (1869)



1870 P. Urbanin [3, 4℄ where the fatorization into soft jet and hard sub-proesses [5℄ hasbeen employed to relate the radiative b deays to the semileptoni ones ina way whih expliitly redues the impat of the shape funtion unertainties.This approah is similar to the one in [6℄.Exlusive deays will open a ompletely di�erent window on Vub; how-ever, in these deays a ertain model dependene seems to be unavoidable,unless lattie data beome reasonably preise.In this paper, we will elaborate on a method in whih a ut is appliedon the hadroni invariant mass in semileptoni B deays to selet the b! utransitions. The advantage is that the hadroni invariant mass may be easierto measure, however, this method involves the shape funtion and poten-tially has larger theoretial unertainties than the inlusive method usingthe leptoni invariant mass. The method based on the hadroni invariantmass spetrum has already been disussed in [7℄, where the main fous wason the perturbative ontributions of order �s and �0�2s.The purpose of this paper is to onsider this approah in detail andto try to estimate the unertainties, inluding perturbative as well as non-perturbative ontributions and, in addition, a ut on the lepton energy.It turns out that the main unertainties originate from the heavy quarkmass mb (or, equivalently, from �� = MB �mb where MB is the B-mesonmass) and the strong oupling �s, while the unertainties introdued by theshape funtion are small.The next setion deals with the kinematis. Then, in Se. 3, we givethe radiative orretions for the partoni proess b ! u`��` to order �s anddisuss the leading-twist non-perturbative e�ets; this requires the introdu-tion of the light-one distribution funtion for the heavy quark, for whihwe use a simple parametrization. We ombine the perturbative and non-perturbative orretions and study the unertainties in the determination ofjVubj=jVbj in Se. 4. 2. KinematisWe shall �rst de�ne the kinemati variables for the partoni proessb ! u` ��`. We refer the reader to [8℄ for further disussion of the b ! deay proess. The initial state b quark has a momentum pb = mbv, wherev is the veloity of the B meson. With the momentum transfer to the leptonsq = k + k0 the variable p = q �mbv is the partoni momentum of the �nalstate. Writing E` = vk for the energy of the lepton, Ep = vp for the partonienergy of the �nal state and p2 for the partoni invariant mass, we de�nethe following re-saled variables:x = 2E`mb ; xp = 2Epmb ; y = q2m2b ; z = p2m2b : (1)



The Determination of Vub from Inlusive Semileptoni B Deays 1871Using these de�nitions, we ompute the triple di�erential partoni rateto order �s and order 1=mb, and split it into the tree-level term � 0 and theO(�s) orretion � 1:d� pert = d� parton;0 + 2�s3� d� pert;1 : (2)The radiative orretions to O(�s) have reently been alulated by [9℄;we have heked their result and �nd full agreement with ours. We haveadapted the tedious formulae found therein to the purposes of our evaluation.They an be found in the Appendix to [10℄.In the hadroni piture, the momentum of the initial B meson isMB v = (mb + ��)v ;where we have used the relation between the B meson and the b-quark massMB = mb + �� (3)whih holds to leading order in the 1=mb expansion. Consequently, thehadroni mass of the �nal state isM2X = (MB v � q)2 = (p+ ��v)2 = p2 + 2Ep ��+ ��2and hene involves both the partoni invariant mass and the partoni energy.Thus we haved� partondM2XdE` (mb) = 1Z0 dx 2�xZ1�x dxp zmaxZzmin dz d3� pertdx dxp dz� Æ(M2X �m2bz � xp ��mb � ��2)Æ �E` � mbx2 � ; (4)where the kinemati limits of the z integration depend on the uts as wellas on xp. They are zmin = � 0 for xp � 1 ;xp � 1 for xp > 1 ; (5)and zmax = (1� x)(xp + x� 1) : (6)



1872 P. Urban3. Perturbative and leading twist orretionsThe analysis we perform requires the knowledge of the triple di�erentialpartoni rate to order �s, as an already be seen from Eq. (4) as well asfrom the �nal formula, Eq. (9). The Born approximation readsd3� pert;0dx dxp dz = 12�0 (2� x� xp)(x+ xp � 1) Æ(z); (7)where �0 = G2Fm5b192�3 : (8)As is well known, the virtual one-loop orretion ontains an infrared di-vergene that anels with the real gluon emission. However, inorporatingthe leading twist orretions implies a smearing of the partoni mass overa reasonable range. While hoosing an exessively small value for this win-dow would still yield a meaningless result, a region of size ��mb is believedto exist where this smearing provides a realisti approximation. Instead ofkeeping trak of the virtual and real parts, one an now use an appropriatelyintegrated distribution [10℄, whih is subjeted to the smearing proedure.It has been shown that the leading-twist non-perturbative orretions anbe implemented at tree level by rede�ning the heavy-quark mass and a subse-quent onvolution with a so-alled shape funtion [11�15℄. This onvolutionorresponds to an integration over the light-one variable k+, namelyd� hadron = ��Z�mb d� parton(mb + k+) f(k+) dk+ (9)in d�HQET: Even though this formula has been found to ontain spuriousontributions of sub-leading twist [17℄ and probably fails to hold upon inor-porating radiative orretions [18℄, we stik with this naive formulation assuggested in [16℄. It is at least as onsistent as using the ACCMM model [19℄beyond tree level, whih is ommon pratie. In fat, the onnetion betweenthe ACCMM model and the shape funtion formalism has been pointed outin [20℄.The shape funtion is a nonperturbative funtion whih has to be deter-mined either from experiment or by some model. A few relations are knownfor the moments of the shape funtion, whih are met by the ansatz [21℄f(x) = N ex (1� x)a ; x = 1� MB �m��� : (10)



The Determination of Vub from Inlusive Semileptoni B Deays 1873We an relate the parameters in this formula to the HQET parametersN = �� e� () ; a = � 1 ;  = �3 ��2�1 : (11)We shall disuss the dependene of our results on this ansatz in the nextsetion. 4. The measurement of jVubjFor the measurement of jVubj we propose to study semileptoni B deayswith ertain uts. The �rst ut is on the lepton energy E`, whih is ditatedby the experimental limitations on deteting eletrons with small momenta.The seond ut is on the hadroni invariant mass MX of the �nal state,whih serves to suppress harm. We de�ne the semileptoni rates inludinguts as� (M2ut; Eut) = M2utZ0 dM2X (M2B�M2X)=2MBZEut dE` d� (B ! Xue ��e)dM2XdE` : (12)Clearly the region 0 < MX < MD is dominated by b ! u transitions, andwe thus use in this region the expressions for b! u deays only.We shall normalize everything to the rate with no ut on the hadroniinvariant mass, and thus obtain, for the ratio r:jVubj2jVbj2 r = � (M2ut; Eut)� (MB ; Eut) ; (13)where in the denominator we an safely take into aount the b!  hannelonly, the b! u ontribution being only about 1%.For the harmless deay rate entering the numerator, we inlude one-loopand leading-twist orretions. The b !  deay rate in the denominator isevaluated inluding O(�s) orretions.It will turn out that the preise form of the shape funtion is irrelevantfor the ratio (13), the main soures of unertainties being the value of thestrong oupling and that of the quark masses. The latter may be replaedby ��. We thus use mb =MB � �� and m =MD � ��, where M denotes thespin-averaged meson mass.We have examined the ratio de�ned in Eq. (13), allowing for the variableranges: 0:4 GeV � �� � 0:75 GeV, 0:2 � �s � 0:3 and �0:6 GeV2 � �1 ��0:1 GeV2.The main unertainty is indued by �s and ��, where �� is equivalent tothe heavy quark mass. It has been argued that these two quantities areorrelated; the size of the radiative orretions depends on the partiular
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 upper cut on hadronic mass in GeVFig. 1. Ratio r as a funtion of the hadroni mass ut, with (dark) or without(light) orrelation between the strong oupling onstant and the pole mass.hoie of the mass. Ignoring this orrelation one is led to add the errorson both parameters and then the ertainly overestimated unertainty is (seethe lighter band in Fig. 1)1:15 � r � 1:96 at M2ut = 4 GeV2 ; (14)where we have used mpoleb = (4:75� 0:15) GeV and �s between 0.2 and 0.3.This translates to a theoretial unertainty of 25% in the jVub=Vbj ratio.Another option is to swith to a short-distane mass de�nition, suh asmMSb by replaing mpoleb = mMSb �1 + 43��s� ; (15)whih redues the size of the oe�ients of the perturbation series, and theperturbative unertainties thus beome smaller. Using a reent value forMMSb [22℄ mMSb = (4:25 � 0:08)GeV; (16)



The Determination of Vub from Inlusive Semileptoni B Deays 1875we arrive at an estimate for r with a smaller unertainty (the darker bandin Fig. 1) 1:28 � r � 1:85 at M2ut = 4GeV2: (17)In order to display the dependene on the input parameters, we hoosethe �average� values of the three parameters:��aver = 0:55 GeV; �avers = 0:25; �aver1 = �0:35 GeV2; (18)and obtain up to linear terms in the variationsr = 1:58 � 0:86 � ����aver � 0:26 ��s�avers + 0:06 ��1�aver1 : (19)This expliitly shows that the dependene on �1, whih is the seond momentof the shape funtion, is weak. The dependene on even higher momentsis expeted to be further suppressed by inverse powers of the heavy quarkmass.One may �nd an approximate formula expressing the ratio r(M2ut =4GeV2) in terms of the phenomenologial parameters above. Using thefollowing expansion up to quadrati terms, one obtains a value whih doesnot depart from our numerial estimate by more than 1%:r = 1:5815 � 0:85513 Æ �� + 0:06254 Æ�1 � 0:2638 Æ�s� 0:2394 (Æ ��)2 + 0:0037 (Æ�1)2 � 0:0385 (Æ�s)2+0:1123 Æ �� Æ�1 � 0:04459 Æ �� Æ�s + 0:03116 Æ�1 Æ�s : (20)The quantities Æx are the relative variations of the respetive parametersfrom their mean values as spei�ed in Eq. (18):Æx = x� x averx aver : (21)In onlusion, our best estimate for r isr = 1:57 � 0:3 ; (22)whih orresponds to a theoretial unertainty in the determination ofjVub=Vbj of about ten perent�� jVub=VbjjVub=Vbj �theor � 10% : (23)



1876 P. Urban5. ConlusionsWe have performed a detailed analysis of one of the possibilities to obtainVub from inlusive semileptoni B deays by plaing a ut on the hadroniinvariant mass to get rid of the harm bakground. This method has beenritiized sine it depends on the shape funtion, whih desribes the end-point of the hadroni invariant mass spetrum. This funtion is not very wellknown and hene it has to be modeled, whih will introdue some system-ati unertainty. However, integrating over the window in hadroni invariantmasses relevant to b ! u transitions, we have shown that the dependeneon the shape funtion is muh smaller than the unertainties indued by thequark mass and by the trunation of the perturbative series.The ratio between the semileptoni rates inluding a ut on the hadroniinvariant mass and the semileptoni rate without a ut yields jVub=Vbj up toa quantity r, whih we have omputed in leading twist approximation andto order �s. Based on our alulations the unertainty in this quantity is20% leaving us with a 10% theoretial unertainty in the determination ofVub. This method is thus one of the leanest possible to obtain Vub at theongoing B-fatory experiments.The talk was based on the joint work with M. Je»abek, T. Mannel andB. Postler. This work is partly supported by the Polish State Committeefor Sienti� Researh (KBN) grant 5P03B09320 and by the European Com-mission 5th Framework ontrat HPRN-CT-2000-00149. I would also like tothank the Polish�Frenh Collaboration within IN2P3 through Anney.REFERENCES[1℄ P.F. Harrison, H.R. Quinn, Eds. The BaBar physis book: Physis at anasymmetri B fatory, Papers from Workshop on Physis at an AsymmetriB Fatory (BaBar Collaboration Meeting), Rome, Italy, 11�14 Nov. 1996,Prineton, NJ, 17�20 Marh 1997, Orsay, Frane, 16�19 June 1997, Pasadena,CA, 22�24 Sept. 1997.[2℄ C. Bauer, Z. Ligeti, M. Luke, Phys. Lett. B479, 395 (2000).[3℄ A.K. Leibovih, I. Low, I.Z. Rothstein, Phys. Rev. D62, 014010 (2000).[4℄ A.K. Leibovih, I. Low, I.Z. Rothstein, Phys. Lett. B486, 86 (2000).[5℄ G.P. Korhemsky, G. Sterman, Phys. Lett. B340, 96 (1994).[6℄ T. Mannel, S. Reksiegel, Phys. Rev. D60, 114040 (1999).[7℄ A. Falk, Z. Ligeti, M.B. Wise, Phys. Lett. B406, 225 (1997).[8℄ M. Je»abek, L. Motyka, Ata Phys. Pol. B27, 3603 (1996); Nul. Phys. B501,207 (1997).
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